Land reform properties are sold, not given, to the beneficiaries,
year payment term.
While beneficiaries

with a 20

During the term, the state holds a mortgage on the land.
can inherit the property,

mortgage it, or sell it, until the land is

fully paid for, they can only sell it to another qualified agrarian reform
beneficiary.25

While this solution compromises

the free commercialization

title, it is perhaps an ingenious solution to avoid the return of latifundia,
until the land is paid for.

of the
at least

In addition, the new law maintains another condition:

that the owner work the land.26
When a beneficiary
Thus, new law combines

dies, any debt outstanding

on the property

is forgiven.

land access with a type of life insurance to assure heirs

receive the real estate free of economic encumbrances.

B. Implementation

and Impact:

1. The Disadvantaged
A stated purpose of the new legislation was land access for the
disadvantaged.27
the disadvantaged.
concertaci6n

Yet the law has failed to gain support of all groups representing
Roughly three-quarters

and in drafting

groups opposed the measure.
concertaci6n.

Interestingly,

These groups did not participate

- -

other campesino
in the

President of the National Agrarian Institute

Two days before the law's enactment,
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--

however,

in the

They claim to represent the majority of workers in rural areas.28

Juan Ramon Martinez,
opposition.

legislation.

of campesino groups participated

40,000

(lNA) resigned in

peasants protested

the

bill. 29 The Catholic Church stated the agrarian reform was far from complete.

Initially, there were clashes between peasants and government forces, although
this has since calmed down.
For the first time, new Honduran legislation allows for legal, equal access to

land for men and women.30 In squatter settlements in Honduras, a study found
women are the primary income earners in 50 percent of households.

Yet only 30

percent of women received titles to property they occupied. After these findings
were released, the government initiated a publicity campaign encouraging women
solicit titles.31 Still, only 4 percent of reform beneficiaries are women.32
New legislation allows for the uninhibited land transfers.

An future incentive

not to hold land idle may be a proposed property tax.

Unfortunately,

taxation,

Honduras lacks a

the nation must have an adequate

comprehensive,

national cadastre.

taxation may not be easy.

disadvantaged.33

Thus, land market activation via property

Further, the government

borrowers.

Consequently,

debts.

In 1991, at least 10 cooperatives

cooperative

the law has its detractors

New law makes it easier for

to sell land. They are under pressure to payoff

mainly Standard

credit to the

group advocates.

Critics worry about land market consolidation.
cooperatives

has discontinued

Loans will only be available through the private sector at

market rates to creditworthy
among peasant

cadastre.

for effective

large commercial

sold land to multinational companies,

Fruit and Tela Railroad (both banana companies).

sells more than 100 hectares

of land to a non-agrarian
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Still, if a
reform

beneficiary, a sales tax of 20 percent of the value of the sale is imposed. This
establishes a disincentive for cooperatives to sell land and for reconsolidation of
landholdings. Unfortunately, because the tax is computed on the "sale value,"
opportunities for tax evasion exist by simply adjusting the documented "sale"
price.
To give a further boost to the land market, the Honduran government
announced

a new land bank.

The government

has

hopes this measure will counter

complaints about land access for the resource poor.
Regarding indigenous groups, the legislation's future impact is uncertain.
Indigenous groups in Honduras have historically held land communally, making
individual ownership

2.

inappropriate.

Trade and Investment

The threat of expropriation

under the new law has lessened.

excess of landholding ceilings and abandoned

Farms in

lands will still be subject to

expropriation.34 Otherwise, expropriation appears less likely. This is especially
true since landholders can now rent out unused land. This brings idle land into
production,

avoiding expropriation.

3. The Environment.
Although new legislation states property will be held with fee simple
interests,

property holders cannot freely use timber.

15

Any commercial tree cutting,

whether on public or private land, requires government approval.35 Owners
receive full ownership

over forest assets located on their land. But they must

voluntarily agree to a government-approved forest management plan to cut the
trees.
The state no longer participates in the processing and marketing of wood
and wood products.

The law also dismantles

the log export ban.

It provides for a

phased elimination of export commissions paid to the government and requires
stumpage fees to reflect true costs of reforestation.
held land is subject to expropriation
to beneficiaries.

In general, unused, privately-

under the agrarian reform and can be sold off

However, forest areas do not signify disuse of land. Thus, the

law removes an incentive for deforestation

16

simply to preserve property rights.

Summary of New Agrarian Property Law:
COUNTRY

INHERITANCE

MORTGAGES

LAND USAGE
RULES

PROPERTY
ALIENATION

SIZE LIMITS

RENTAL

SOCIAL
FUNCTION

NICARAGUA

allowed

allowed

none.
Threat of
land loss if
unused.

freely
transferable

limits
remain

rental
control

remains.
New
meaning?

PERU

allowed

allowed

none.
Threat of
land loss if
unused.

freely
transferable

limits
remain

no
restrictions

land as an
economic
good. Not
a social
good?

MEXICO

allowed,
provided no
minifundia

Only for
individual
property.
Not ejidal
land.

Unused
land reverts
to the state

individual
property
transferable
lejidalland
not freely
transferable

limits
remain

most
restrictions
removed on
ejidalland

remains.
Application
changed.

HONDURAS

allowed

allowed

owner must
work the
land

transferable
to qualified
individuals
until paid
for.
Otherwise
fully
transferable

limits
remain

no
restrictions
if not
mortgaged

remains.
Application
changed.
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V. Recommendations
Experiences from Nicaragua, Peru, Mexico, and Honduras suggest Latin
America can graduate from past land reforms and enter the market. The landless
may be treated as potential small farmers in market economies, not permanent
political beneficiaries dependent on underfunded, paternalistic government
agencies.

Still, the removal of restrictions on property may present complications.

Women, the poor, and indigenous groups have special needs. Further, the
government may have to try to balance private sector needs against the needs of
the disadvantaged and goals of a sustainable environmental policy.
Commercialization of agriculture is a logical part of economic modernization.
Yet, elimination of restrictions,

by itself, may not guarantee

may give increased security of ownership.
less attractive:

inappropriate

registry and cadastre
assistance,
ownership
strategy

system,

restrictions,

banking policies, the lack of an effective property
the overall availability of credit and technical

therefore,

should be one element of a broader development

for economic revitalization.
costs with group structures

criticisms of agrarian reform structures.
improvements,

in land ownership

have lead to

Troubles in securing group consent to

free rider problems, and hassles with government

bureaucracies were all present. These factors should be included as reasons for
advancing

It

But other factors may make investment

produce markets and product pricing all playa role. Elimination of

Transaction

undertake

economic progress.

property modernization.
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In conclusion, many issues are involved in property rights liberalization.
Property law modernization efforts might consider the following operational
guidelines suggested by experiences in Nicaragua, Peru, Mexico, and Honduras:

A.

Restrictions on mortgage rights can be reevaluated.

No amount of

foreign donor money, projects, or technical assistance can create
asset-based, secure, private-sector lending in agriculture while
commercial lenders lack a reasonable assurance of repayment.

This

means access to collateral, now prohibited in most jurisdictions.

B.

Rather than mandate specific tenure forms, such as "individual"
ownership, reforms may allow the farmers to decide how they would
like to hold property.

The market, represented

by the individual

farmers, is in the best position to determine whether collective or
private ownership
governments

is most productive.

In Mexico and Honduras,

give the people the choice of form of ownership.

as in Mexico, indigenous communities
unless the communities

themselves

Also,

receive special protection,

democratically

decide to

individualize their holdings.

C.

Countries may examine allowing the free sale or transfer of land.

In

Mexico, maximum individual size holdings help avoid a return of large

19

estates.

Other steps to encourage activation of the land market can

be encouraged

D.

to prevent landholding consolidation.

Recognize forestry as an appropriate land use, as in Honduras. This
prevents deforestation simply to prove land usage to avoid
expropriation.

E.

Governments should identify areas for monitoring and evaluation of
legislative modernization,
disadvantaged,

especially with regard to the historically

trade and investment,

and the environment.
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